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1- What image is seen in the following lines of poetry?

“And ears of wheat packed closely,
The cheerful reaper notes.”
1. abstract

2. gustatory

3. olfactory

4. auditory

2- A type of poetry that aims at stimulating the emotions rather than at communicating experience

is………..
1. sentimental poetry

2. narrative poetry

3. sonnet

4. lyric poetry

3- What figure of speech is used in the line below?

“God hung them up as lanterns”
1. metaphor

2. simile

3. apostrophe

4. metonymy

4- A figure of speech ,usually an indirect reference to something, somebody, another literary work or

of an event is called ………
1. understatement

2. apostrophe

3. visual image

4. allusion

3. rhetoric

4. symbol

3. personified

4. overstatement

5- In “In the bright merry May” the poet uses……….
1. simile

2. abstract image

6- In“ The gentle cow is glad” Here cow is………
1. tactile image

2. simile

7- What kind of images are used by Rossetti in these lines of poetry?

“My clothes are soft and warm,
Fold upon fold,“
1. tactile

2. auditory

3. abstract

4. olfactory

3. apostrophe

4. simile

8- “Is the moon tired?” moon is ……
1. metaphor

2. personification

9- In “she scales the sky from east to east, /and takes no rest” scales should mean:
1. descend

2. maintain

3. consecrate

4. surmount

10- In “Little lamb, who made thee?” The poet uses:
1. rhetorical question

2. allusive question

3. inversion

4. rhyme
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11- In the poem "The Lamb" when we read: “He is called by thy name, /for He calls Himself a Lamb”

He refers to ……
1. Christ

2. The shepherd

3. God

4. the Lamb

12- In a poem the words which stand for or represent something else beyond them are .................... .
1. allusions

2. images

3. symbols

4. dennotations

13- In “And salted was my food, and my repose,” What kind of image is used?”
1. metaphor

2. gustatory

3. allusion

4. metonymy

14- In the following lines “heard” and “bird” are examples of ……….

“A thousand secrets I have heard
From every lovely feathered bird”
1. rhythm

2. alliteration

3. identical

4. end rhyme

15- A group of verse lines that form a section of a poem is called…………..
1. rhyme

2. phoneme

3. stanza

4. rhythm

16- In the line below the poet uses:

“Is the sea, the sparkling sea!”
1. rhetorical question

2. overstatement

3. alliteration

4. rhyme-scheme

17- “The Man he Killed” is a poem by…..
1. William Blake

2. William Shakespeare

3. Thomas Hardy

4. Sylvia Plath

18- What kind of figurative language in “ Tyger” is used?

“Did he who made the Lamb make thee?”
1. overstatement

2. consonance

3. oxymoron

4. allusion

19- In “Tyger,” the word "Lamb" symbolizes…….
1. human oppressed characteristic

2. non-human characteristic

3. creation of evil by God

4. creation of Good and Evil

20- In the following lines by Shakespeare ……..is used:

“In me thou see`st the glowing of such fire
That on the ashes of his youth doth lie,”
1. allusion
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21- "The use of the underlined part instead of "from top to toe" to describe Richard Cory is to..............

.
“ He was a gentleman from sole to crown ”
1. ridicule him

2. highten his position

3. understate his rank

4. use just another synonym

22- The poet uses…………in the end of the "Richard Cory"
1. irony

2. simile

3. personification

4. symbol

23- The statement in which the implicit meaning differs from what is expressed is called ............. .
1. simile

2. personification

3. irony

4. metaphor

3. pun

4. personification

24- What figure of speech is used “In Barracks”?

“Shut your brave eyes on sense and sight,”
1. simile

2. synecdoche

25- “Mirror” is a poem written by:
1. William Wordsworth

2. William Shakespeare

3. Sylvia Plath

4. Emily Dickenson

26- In “Mirror” the poet uses………when she says:

"...and in me an old woman"
“Rises toward her day after day, like a terrible fish.”
1. Metaphor

2. paradox

3. symbol

4. simile

27- What is the connotative meaning of “Chariot” in the following line?

“How frugal is the chariot/ that bears the human soul”
1. Cheapness

2. Beauty

3. Ability and speed

4. Spirit

28- An implied analogy which imaginatively identifies one object with another is called……..
1. overstatement

2. metaphor

3. imagery

4. imagery

29- A poem written in lines of unrhymed iambic pentameter is called ….
1. ballad

2. couplet

3. blank verse

4. elegy

30- Elegy is a lyric poem that …..
1. laments the dead

2. is narrated in direct style

3. is in unrhymed iambic pentameter

4. is with no regular meter or rhyme
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